
Taskmaster
The four-in-one System 10TM 



1 • Soft Hands® bale handler

The Hustler System 10TM soft hand combo handles virtually any size 
and shape of bale, even the softest wrapped bales, with amazing 
dexterity. The unique slim profile of the oversized ‘hands’ allows 
the bale to be picked up from any direction and allows close, even 
stacking. Bales can even be nudged over without damage.

The soft hands combo is fully compatible with all proprietary front-
end loaders and connects quickly and simply to the loader frame 
and hydraulics.  Or simply attach the Soft Hands to the 3 point 
linkage, either way you get safe, convenient driver control. 

SYSTEM 10TM 
THE SMALL OPERATORS FOUR-IN-ONE MULTI-TOOL   
Hustler’s System 10TM is the ultimate multi-purpose farm tool for the smaller operator who needs 
to handle and feed out bales and move pallets. System 10TM fits easily to most tractor makes and 
models, and handles virtually any size of big bale, round or square, wrapped or unwrapped.

The heart of System 10TM is the hydraulically-controlled mounting frame, which attaches to the rear 
3PTL or the front-end loader of your tractor. This allows you complete control from the comfort and 
safety of the driver’s seat. Further System 10TM components can be added as required. 

3 • Single Spike or Multi Spike bale feeder 

The single-spike and multi-spike bale feeders feature hydraulically 
controlled side arms that clamp the bale securely during transport. 
The free-wheeling ‘spike’ hubs and adjustable clamping pressure 
side arms allow for controlled feed out.

The System 10TM Single-Spike bale feeder is designed primarily for 
handling hard centre big round bales. The System 10TM Multi-Spike 
bale feeder is designed to handle the soft centre type of big bale, 
with five spikes per side giving maximum hold.

 TRANSPORTING BIG ROUNDS 
The carefully developed side arm length of the single and multi 
spike combos allows the bale carry point to be lowered behind and 
below the bale’s centre of gravity, giving maximum stability and 
safety during transport.

FEEDING OUT BIG ROUNDS 
By simply clamping the bale through the centre, controlling the 
amount of side arm pressure and then lowering and lifting the bale 
at any given interval, you can control the amount of feed unrolled. 

2 • Soft Arm bale tipper  

Originated by Hustler, the soft arm combo is purpose-designed for 
picking up round bales in the field, transporting, and then tipping 
them onto their flat ends for storage. The whole sequence is 
hydraulically operated from the driver’s seat.

Storing wrapped round bales on their flat ends is the best method, 
as the bales retain their shape (misshapen bales can be difficult to 
feed out). The extra layers of wrap on the ends provide far greater 
protection from the elements, from above and below.

TIPPING A BIG ROUND 
Once at the storage site, lower the bale onto the ground, open 
the arms and drive out about 700mm. Re-close the arms and then 
carefully raise the 3PTL. Now reverse, tipping the bale onto its end.

4 • Pallet forks

Simply by removing the combo attachments - the multi spikes, 
soft arms, etc - the System 10TM converts into a very handy 
forklift, and if you have a front-end loader attachment, you can 
double its versatility. 

Hustler has been producing tractor-mounted forklifts for industry 
and horticulture for more than 20 years. The System 10TM fork 
arms are built to the same exacting standards and carry a full 
1000kg load rating.

Transporting with multi-spike

Reverse to tip bale onto its end

Loader crowd ram allows the bale to be rotated through 90 degrees

Lower bale to the ground Fork arms with front end loader attachment can handle a 1000kg fertilizer bag
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Feeding out with multi-spike

Transporting with single-spike Feeding out with single-spike



Equaliser Bar
Simply keeps the two side arms operating in unison. Quick and 
easy to fit, it affords even greater control and dexterity.

Compact Soft Hands®  
HEAVY-DUTY FARMER’S 
BALEHANDLER
For farmers handling thousands of bales 
a year, Compact Soft Hands® is a robust, 
dependable bale handler designed  
for use with smaller tractors. 

GOT MORE TO HANDLE? 

Mega Soft Hands®
THE CONTRACTOR’S BALEFEEDER 
Field-tested to handle bales up to two tons, Mega 
Soft Hands® is the large-scale farmer or contractor’s 
choice for moving 100,000 bales or more a year.

ACCESSORIES

Loader Adaptors
A range of adaptors is available to fit hydraulic crowd-acting 
front-end loaders. Allows all the System 10TM units to be 
connected to the tractor front-end loader.

Hustler has been building strong, reliable equipment for  
New Zealand farmers for more than 20 years. 

At Hustler, we develop our equipment based on input from the 
people who use our machines. It’s our practical innovations and  
our ability to meet changing demands that gives Hustler the edge. 

Our commitment to research and development means  
we build equipment you can consistently rely on, year  
in year out, ensuring exceptional value for money.  

Hustler technology: We have adopted LEAN manufacturing 
techniques, robotic welding, laser and plasma cutting technology 
and CNC-controlled equipment to ensure the very best quality,  
consistency and efficiency.

The introduction of sandblasting and a wet-sprayed, 2-coat system 
mean your Hustler has the best possible finish.

Hustler heritage: When you invest in Hustler products you are 
investing in forty years of research and development, backed up  
by Hustler’s extensive nationwide network of accredited dealers.

 

HUSTLER INNOVATION

Our dealer network  
guarantees technical 

backup and quick 
replacement of parts.

FREE PHONE: 0800 487 853 

GLOBAL HQ: +64 6879 7926

www.hustlerequipment.co.nz

CXR Soft Hands®
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FARMER’S 
BALEHANDLER
The perfect bale handler for farmers 
who don’t need to move many bales. It is 
designed tough, predominantly for handling 
round bales and the compact design is 
suitable for any size tractor.


